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The realization of

demand/utility computing

is many, many years away

... However the reason

this is important is

because it is refocusing

the attention on cost

reduction and business

process improvement.

Was 2002 the year of Web Services?
Many years ago one of my customers
proposed the theory the hype curve. He
suggested the level of hype, as
measured by the amount of media
attention surrounding new technologies
and ideas, was in inverse proportion to
the amount of real project activity. When
the hype died down, widespread activity
was generally only commencing, and
that the media was already moving on to
the next big thing. So if you are strongly
influenced by the amount of hype you
would surely say that yes, this year has
been the year of Web Services. However
if you assessed the year on the amount
of real end user project activity
undertaken using Web Services, you
would probably conclude the opposite.

I suggest that we are nearing that pivotal
point in the greater scheme of things,
when the level of hype surrounding Web
Services is about to abate a little. No
coincidence that the standards and
platforms are now getting real, early
adopting projects are completing and
core project activity is taking over.
Perhaps also the macro economic
situation is set to recover during 2003
and something like normal business
will resume.

Further evidence of this hype/reality
syndrome is that the industry marketing
machines are talking about “the next
big thing” - which is converging on the
notion of “on-demand” and “utility”
computing. Web Services have been
compelling because they solve
interoperability problems that many in

the industry have been trying to solve for
years. They are also compelling because
they address both business and
technology issues. 

In contrast on-demand and utility
concepts are much fuzzier. Whilst they
include new technology ideas such as
grid and autonomous computing, the
whole idea is to encapsulate large tracts
of functionality to hide complexity and
enable faster, lower cost delivery of
Services. In our lead report this month
we show that whilst the “full” realization
of demand/utility computing is many,
many years away, this is a major shift
that will refocus the attention of the
industry and its enterprise customers on
cost reduction and business process
improvement, and the results will be
delivered progressively over a
considerable period, starting now.  

So what will be the agenda be for 2003?
In our work we expect to keep an eye on
the big picture, but we fully expect that
we will be focusing on the realities of
Web Services implementations, plus
business process as BPEL and ebXML
rollout. However the on-demand/utility
theme will be an important backdrop
against which we can assess the
relevance of specific initiatives in the
grander scheme of things, and we will be
undertaking continuous analysis of the
on-demand technologies and business
models. Seasons Greetings to all our
readers from everyone at CBDI Forum.

Regards
David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Editorial
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By Richard Veryard and

David Sprott

Over the past six months we have seen a move by the

major vendors to mark out their position on what happens

next. Popular themes include Services On-Demand,

Trustworthy Computing, Utility Computing, Pervasive

Computing, Grid Computing, Autonomic Computing. But

while there may be some tension between the marketing

messages associated with different vendors, we can

detect an underlying unity in vision and direction. The

industry is starting to take the first steps towards the next

phase of computing, which is all about raising the level of

abstraction of the Service provision, and addressing core

issues of cost and time to market. In this report we look

beyond the marketing messages to understand what this

next phase might look like and when it will happen.

Services On Demand,
The Next Phase of Computing

Roadmap Report
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Introduction
When Sun introduced the idea of
On-Demand Services last year, this was
seen in some quarters as an attack on
Web Services – as if there was some
opposition between “on-demand” and
“web”. But when IBM chief Sam
Palmisano recently devoted a major
presentation to the idea of On-Demand
Computing, the sense of opposition
between “on-demand” and “web”
becomes increasingly untenable.

As the recent work of IBM and others
makes clear, “on-demand” and “web”,
along with “smart”, “differentiated” and
other adjectives, are simply
complementary ways of describing the
characteristics of the emerging
service-based economy. In fact, as the
industry becomes more familiar with
Services, these adjectives may simply
become redundant qualifiers. (Is anybody
in future going to bother developing or
selling Off-Demand or Unintelligent
Services?)
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demand, market opportunity or external
threat”.

Both of these images of the future are
clearly predicated on a mature service
based world. However, whether these
differing images are merely marketing
only time will tell, but it does seem that
IBM is more in tune with the times, where
IT investment is increasingly managed as
a regular business investment.

On-Demand
The idea that Services should be
available and delivered “on-demand” has
been around in the research community
for a long time. Researchers in the 1990s
often used video-on-demand as an
example of an on-demand service, and
early studies showed how collaboration
between telecoms, cable and content
providers could provide a film viewing
service that combined the convenience
and immediacy of broadcast television
with the flexibility of video rental. (While
such services are far less widespread
today than many people a few years ago
predicted they would be, most of the
purely technological issues have long
been solved, and the constraints have

been largely commercial and regulatory
ones.)

With video-on-demand, the nature of
the demand itself is reasonably
straightforward – even if it is not always
easy to satisfy. I want to watch the new
Harry Potter film, with my children, at
home, starting in five minutes.

With notions of on-demand business or
on-demand computing however, it is not
always clear whose or what demand we
are talking about. There is likely to be a
range of different demands, expressed
differently as we pass along the service
supply chain, raising important problems
of genericity and applicability.

It is naive to think that Services will
somehow solve all these problems, and
that even within part of a single
enterprise we will be able to assemble
business processes by real time
consumption of standard on-demand
Services provided by a combination of
public and private UDDI registries.
However it is reasonable to expect that
we might make use of some standard
Services in combination with some
custom Services. Further that the time
and cost involved in providing and
consuming the combined standard and
custom Services will be radically reduced 

IBM’s vision of On-Demand Computing
brings together a number of interesting
topics, which we have previously report-
ed as separate areas of technological
innovation: Web Services, Grid
Computing, Autonomic Systems
(encompassing Immune Systems) and
Differentiated Services.  In this article, we
provide an update on these topics, and
show how they work together to support
the service-based economy.

Computing – The Next
Wave
There is an interesting divergence arising
between the major players in how they
see the next wave of computing.
Perhaps this reflects their core interests,
for example: 

Sun Microsystems sees the future in
technological terms. A “third wave of
network computing that will transform
business as it delivers connectivity,
communications and commerce securely
on any device, anytime, anyplace.
Everything with a digital heartbeat will
connect to a dramatically more efficient
and responsive business infrastructure
that delivers increasingly personalized
and relevant services at a lower cost”
Sun clearly recognizes the potential for
business transformation, but this can be
seen as the end-result of a technological
development program.

In contrast, IBM talks about business
transformation without mentioning
technology at all, so that the issues of
demand are placed firmly in a business
context. IBM goes beyond the notion of
on-demand computing, to define an
on-demand business as “an enterprise
whose business processes - integrated
end to end across the company and with
key partners, suppliers and customers -
can respond with speed to any customer 

Figure 1: Demanding Change



While real-time

responsiveness may be

an attractive long-term

vision, the current focus

of on-demand computing

is going to include prompt

response rather than

dynamic response.

competences are used to target
responsiveness and variety on areas of
greatest value to the company and its
customers.

The on-demand business must also be
reliable – offering high quality of service
at low risk. In order to combine high
levels of availability and security with
high levels of flexibility, the on-demand
business will need to be resilient.

The Many Faces of
On-Demand Computing
From 50,000 feet the world looks well
ordered and homogeneous. Automobiles
look like so many millions of worker ants
busily going about their business. But
close up things get more complex and
heterogeneous. The millions of ants are
actually clustered into hundreds of
makes/models of auto, all with unique
attributes of formal and informal
customization, ownership and type of
usage. Similarly we can expect many
different ways in which we can respond
in an on-demand manner to business
requirements. In Table 1 we summarize
some of the ways that we expect to see
diversity in the on-demand response. But
let’s be clear - the Service based world is
still in its infancy and probably has not
even started to go undergo a morphing
process that leads to many more types
of solution.

Another important aspect of on demand
is the timescale. As we have suggested
not all responses to on demand will be
instantaneous; in the table we include a
column to show expected response time,
and in fact the result is that relatively few
of the responses are in real time or
instantaneous. However, most of the 
responses are likely to be orders of
magnitude improvement over today’s
response. If that’s not the case, don’t
bother going down that particular track!
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because we are integrating and
consuming Services at a higher level of
abstraction. 

The on-demand business is going to need
to address a broad range of management
issues as implied by Figure 1.

Central to the notion of the on-demand
business is the need for responsiveness
to the demand – satisfying the demand
within an appropriate timescale. If the
business or market operates on a
quarterly cycle, then we want something
better than an IT response that takes
18 months – and that only after we’ve
undergone a new budgetary cycle. While
real-time responsiveness may be an
attractive long-term vision, the current
focus of on-demand computing is going
to include prompt response rather than
dynamic response.

Responsiveness entails a process for
responding promptly to the demand and
to changes in demand. Ideally, this
process may include anticipating and
recognizing demand, as well as reacting
to it.

Where it is possible to recognize variety
in the demand – and it usually is – this
calls for an equal variety in the response,
sometime known as requisite variety.
We have used the term differentiated
service to refer to services that vary with
circumstances(1). Requisite variety may
be linked to responsiveness – since if the
business supports more variety, it may
be more likely that it has an offering that
is already close to what you need.

It is unreasonable to expect any
organization to maintain high levels of
responsiveness and variety across a
wide scope, so it is likely that the
on-demand business will be highly
focused. Differentiated service then
links to the strategic differentiation of the
on-demand business itself – whose core 

continues...
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Eventually business analysts and
architects will look at their business as
collections of components and Services
which may be constructed in an entirely
virtual manner.

An interesting business model that might
be viewed as a step in this direction is
Business Process Outsourcing. In the
short medium term it seems obvious that
business process outsourcing (BPO) will 

Business Impacts - The
Service Based Business
Today most organizations are just
starting to commence using Web and
other forms of Services as mechanisms
to implement radically improved
processes. In their initial deployments
these processes will be primarily
internally focused with some external
interconnections, because Web Services
enable much easier intra and inter
organization communications. As
experience and trust in Web Services
grows, organizations will start to explore
more radical business process ideas.

Type Examples 

Physical resources

Dynamic Consumer Service discovery
and consumption

Dynamic Business Service discovery
and real time consumption

Dynamic Business Services assembly
and rapid consumption

Business Process Outsourcing

Business Reengineering

CPU cycles, bandwidth or storage

Consumer Services such as Video on demand

Marketing Services such as MyMusic

Relatively trivial business or personal Services with
no security requirements

Commodity process elements - that are published
with a status that enables consumers to assemble
and use with no communications between provider
and consumer other than the published specifications

Public Services

Sub process elements - that are published with a
status that enables consumers to assemble into a
new or modified business process. Probably requires
communication over and above the published
specification

Private or trusted Services between known partners

Credit card processing

Call center management

Billing and Collections

Reframing the business process using standardized
parts (components and services).

Expected
response time

Subsecond

Minutes

Subsecond

Days or weeks

Weeks to months

Months

Table 1: The Many Faces of On-Demand

“...we explored the growing importance of building blocks in understanding,
constructing and reconstructing various types of system, including business
organizations and software architectures. But we don’t want building blocks - we
want whole systems: business organizations, supply chains, software architectures,
market configurations. And we want these systems to have certain properties.
Above all we usually want these systems to have some ongoing viability - in other
words to survive. Above a certain level of complexity, systems typically have some
self management ability, which includes some degree of self preservation.”

The Component Based Business, Veryard 2000
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In Figure 2 we identify a number of areas
where infrastructure needs to radically
improve to deliver on the on-demand
vision. We examine each of these in the
following sections.

Autonomic Computing
The goals of responsiveness and
resilience are both addressed by the idea
of autonomic computing – which means
self-managed systems.

Autonomic systems are examples of
complex adaptive systems (CAS). They
are self-configuring, self-healing,
self-optimizing and self-protecting.

flourish, as Web Services enable much
better integration and knowledge sharing
between core and outsourced building
blocks.

Technology Impacts - The
Vendor Responses
Web Services represent a huge step
along the road to achieving the level of
responsiveness, adaptability etc that
has been outlined as the on-demand
business. However Web Services
address the mechanics of what we have
previously referred to as articulation, and
there’s much more to do.

“Articulation means the separation of parts and connection of parts - decoupling
and recoupling. This is sometimes referred to as loose coupling. Articulation also
means clear expression - clarity of structure.

For some companies the primary strategic challenge appears to be connecting
that which is separated, to deliver the benefits of synergy, economies of scale, and
so on, especially following a merger. For other companies, the primary strategic
challenge appears to be separating that which is connected, to enable more rapid
and flexible response to customer demands and market conditions. The principles
of articulation aim to keep these two challenges in balance.”

The Component Based Business, Veryard 2000

Figure 2: New Infrastructure Requirements

Mechanisms for self-protection include
the immune system approach we have
previously contrasted with the firewall
approach(2). Whereas the immune
systems metaphor is focused on security,
autonomic computing clearly goes way
beyond security.

Autonomic
Computing

Developed by
IBM

Denotes
self-managed
systems,
protected by
immune systems.

Autonomous
Computing

Developed by
Microsoft

Denotes
self-contained
systems,
protected by
firewalls.

Table 2: Beware of confusing
Autonomic with Autonomous
Computing

IBM’s work on autonomic computing has
come out of the eLiza research project,
and is starting to be trickled into the IBM
product range via Tivoli. Other vendors
with products in this space include
Sychron Software and Opalis.

Of course, there are already lots of
products with fault-tolerant and fail-safe
features – and not just in computing
hardware. Safety features based on
these ideas can also be found in
automobiles - such as anti-lock brakes
and dual braking circuits.

In simple systems management, things
either work or they don’t. Security
checks are binary – things either pass or
fail. In contrast to this, autonomic
systems allow for partial working,
provisional checks, with ongoing
monitoring and adjustment. This means
they can respond positively to a
much greater range of environmental
conditions.
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a lower barrier to the acquisition of
services on-demand. 

With the Service based outsourced
business process however, the model is
a little different, because we might
expect to see the hosted business
processes offering a collaboration which
creates a fully formed virtual business
function, into which businesses can
easily plug and play. The impact on the
internal business systems may be much
less than in the case of ERP acquisition. 

At this point we may see certain business
process offerings developing into de
facto industry standard practices. Whilst
the SAP package certainly exceeded a
critical mass of implementations that it
might be said they approached a de
facto standard, at least in certain vertical
sectors, the predominant focus of the
SAP implementation was internal facing
and so the cross industry effects were
low. With de facto standard business
processes, which of course also dictate
best practice, they may approach
commodity status.

Although some business processes may
become standardized, this is not the only
scenario. Some organizations will want
to assemble standardized services to
produce radically innovative business
solutions. One of the role models for
radically reframing the business process
is the Swedish furniture company IKEA,
which has redefined the process of
supplying cheap domestic furniture.
While a standardized process may allow
you to catch up with your competitors, a
novel process may allow you to overtake
them. The opportunity and challenge for
BPO providers will be to deliver standard
Service based process products that
enable a pick and mix pattern without the
complexities and costs of conventional
package integration.

Computing as Trustworthy
Utility
Earlier this year, Bill Gates presented
Microsoft’s vision of Trustworthy
Computing as a kind of utility –
“computing that is as available, reliable
and secure as electricity, water services
and telephony”. This presents computing
as a commodity that can be piped into
homes and offices, provided by some
kind of utility company. Utility computing
can be associated with various charging
mechanisms, but charging is usually
based on some combination of
per-month and per-use. This provides a
more regular and predictable income for
the suppliers, and more regular and
predictable costs for the users.

The computer industry is familiar with
various forms of outsourcing, from
bureaux to ASPs and web hosting
services. The economics of outsourcing
depends partly on the tactical cost
advantages that can be offered by the
supplier – mainly thanks to the
economics of scale – and partly on the
transaction costs of outsourcing.
Transaction costs are increased by the
complexity of requirements and
contractual negotiations, including
issues of trust; economies of scale are
reduced by asset specificity, which
refers to the uniqueness of the resources
needed by each customer. (The greater
the specificity, the more difficult it is to
pool resources between customers.
Hardware cycles have very low asset
specificity, while customer data have
much higher specificity.)

The recent history of telecoms companies
reveals a possible contradiction between
two types of business – utility and
hi-tech. Utilities typically face low
growth, as the market is saturated, as
well as falling margins as the business

Most of the autonomic functions of the
human body are outside conscious
control. Your body protects itself against
minor infections without consulting the
brain. However, there are various levels
of system management at which
conscious intervention is possible – for
example, allowing you to respond to the
early signs of a cold by taking vitamin
pills or visiting the doctor. An autonomic
computer network may generate signals
(sometimes known as algedonic signals)
which indicate the need for human
intervention.

Standardized and
Extensible - Computing as
Commodity
The trend towards on demand will almost
certainly continue and accentuate the
trend towards standardized services.
Whilst IBM very publicly exited the
applications market some years ago,
their plans for the on-demand business
now include hosted Service provision
and business process outsourcing – and
this brings them right back into the
application provision market, albeit at a
much higher level.

We have learnt from component best
practice, that the larger grained the
component is, the less likely there will
need to be customization, because a)
change is much more difficult and b) the
user therefore adapts to the acquired
functionality. This was certainly the
experience of many organizations that
acquired the SAP ERP package. In the
case of an outsourced business process
provided as a set of Services, the
integration task is likely to be easier
because of the well rehearsed benefits of
Web Services, and we are likely to
experience similar effects as with
popular ERP products, where there is
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In old-fashioned utilities like electricity
and water, the grid is the infrastructure
that connects and helps to balance
supply and demand. Thus grid computing
is also presented as a way of increasing
utilization on computer resources, thereby
driving down costs, and reducing the
need to maintain surplus capacity to
handle peaks in demand. Wringing extra
value out of resources, scavenging.

But is this only about hardware and
machine cycles? If it is, then grid
computing will be mainly of interest to
those companies where hardware costs
represent a significant share of the
whole IT budget – for example companies
hosting large amounts of data
processing, or acting as hub in a
transaction-based network. Extend the
idea of grid computing to cover software
and services, and it starts to look more
attractive to a much larger constituency.
However, this is also more difficult to
achieve, and places greater emphasis on
the role of standards, including semantic
standards.

Applying grid computing principles to
data storage and retrieval will be of
particular interest to many companies.
The grid allows the construction of
virtual data warehouses and data marts –
and moreover it allows knowledge
workers to explore large amounts of
complex data without leaving footprints,
which might provide competitors with
clues about the areas in which research
is focused. (If you were a geologist
working for an oil company, you would
not want other oil companies to know
what maps you are looking at.)

As we go up the value ladder, grid
computing starts to address the
interoperability of business, not just the
scavenging of computer cycles. Given
that much of the interest of grid

matures. Telecoms companies have
created hi-tech business for two main
reasons: partly to compensate for falling
margins on the utility business, and
partly because use of the hi-tech will
itself expand demand for the utility
services. The high tech enhances the
utility, as well as providing a revenue
stream in its own right.

However, hi-tech business and utility
business represent two entirely different

investment propositions. Stock valuations
for many hi-tech companies (including
telecom) have gone from grossly
overvalued to considerably undervalued,
and some telecoms companies are now
(reluctantly) demerging the hi-tech from
the utility business.

While the computer vendors will be
hoping that the conversion of computing
into a commodity does not result in a
drastic reduction of prices, sooner or
later these vendors will have to face up to
the economic trends. In order to survive,
vendors will have to go up the value
ladder.

Virtualization - Delivery
of Computing through the
Grid
Grid computing is often presented as a
way of creating a virtual supercomputer.
Some of the high-profile grid applications
have involved taking spare machine
cycles from lots of ordinary computers,
linking them together over the internet,
and thereby creating the capability to
perform extremely large and complex
parallel computations.  Such capabilities
can be used to search for signs of life in
outer space or for disease patterns in the
human gene pool. However, such
applications are currently of specialist
appeal.

computing is the support of knowledge
workers (geologists, cancer researchers),
we can view grid computing as a way of
supporting the collaborations between
knowledge workers – including many
aspects of CSCW (computer-supported
collaborative work). Perhaps the ultimate
vision here is to be able to link together
lots of expert brains in a grid to produce
a virtual superbrain. In 2-5 years time, the
grid becomes a robust environment for
knowledge management.

Closer at hand, there are a few
interesting grid applications at the
service level. For example, The Mind
Electric (TME) is collaborating with
Fujitsu Laboratories of Europe to
develop innovative applications of grid
technologies based on service-oriented
architectures and Web Services. This
kind of initiative illustrates the common
ground and increasing convergence
between grid and Web Services. 

Ideas of distributed and parallel
computing have been around for 15-20

years, but the large-scale implementation
of these ideas has been inhibited by a
lack of open standards. IBM is a primary
driver of open standards in this space,
and the main initiative is the OGSA (Open
Grid Services Architecture), produced by
a working group of the Global Grid
Forum, with support from HP, Microsoft
and Sun. We understand that a number
of grid-related products are currently
being revised to comply with OGSA.

The key to grid computing is
manageability. There is a huge payoff
from both autonomic computing and grid
computing in maintaining the ability to
manage ever-growing and ever more
complex networks, without a huge
growth in the number of system
administrators and other overheads.
However, the grid itself needs managing, 
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the CRM services you want to use are
SAP-specific, then they can only be
provided by SAP-affiliated suppliers.
However, if these CRM services are
sufficiently generic, following appropriate
standards, then they can be provided by
any CRM suppliers connected to the
grid. This is what is required to release
the full power of the grid.

Compared to business services,
hardware capacity can be easily pooled
across a grid because it has low asset
specificity – and with suitable open
standards, it should be possible to use a
machine cycle without knowing or caring
whether it is on Windows or Linux. To
pool business data and services across a
grid, it is necessary to have common
standards (including semantic standards)
for these resources. In economic terms,
such common standards have the effect
of reducing the asset specificity of these
resources. The higher up the value ladder
we go, the longer we expect it to take for
these common standards to emerge.
However, every step up the value
ladder broadens the attraction of grid
computing to more companies.

Roadmap - Supply
Offerings and Implications
One thing is certain; on demand is a long
term issue. However it’s not all blue sky
because there are real advances that will
happen progressively. 

One of the key indicators of change will
be the relative maturity of standards, and
we provide a simple assessment of
relative maturity in Table 3. The required
standards will be at different levels – not
just interoperability and choreography
protocols but also semantic standards.

As regular readers will know, we have
always been cautious in our guidance
around use of standards that are defined
purely at the syntactic level – since
these typically allow connection without
communication. There is no point in
having a telephone connection between
two people if they don’t have a common
language to hold a conversation. While
simple interoperability and choreography
protocols are designed solely to
support business interaction between
semantically homogeneous units, the
potential for radical leaps of connectivity
is limited.

Building the On-Demand
Business – Towards a
process
The crucial element of On-Demand
Business is the process that responds to
the demand. While there are many
patterns and practices that may
contribute usefully, the process itself has
not been fully articulated. We hope to be
able to advise members on this as the
topic matures.

To think tactically about business
services, we need to have a way of
composing and decomposing services
to deliver a given set of “commodities”

Standard Maturity

Basic Web
Services

Service Oriented
BPM

Grid – OGSA

Trusted Platforms

Semantics

2003

2005

2005

2005 - 10

Ongoing over a
considerable
period of time;
this task will never
be “finished”

Indicators

SOAP, WSDL, SAML

Initial work emerging late 2002
Potential for dual standards

Release 1 standard generally available
mid 03. Full virtual storage mid 04

Hardware implications

Will follow WS protocols and be driven
by sector specific activity

and there is a learning curve for the
early adopters. IBM is encouraging its
customers to start small – download the
Globus toolset and use the grid concept
to build on top of existing infrastructure.

One of the implications of grid computing
is a federation of supply. Whereas utility
computing may involve a single
outsource supplier, the grid implies that
resources are pooled across multiple
suppliers and may not be separately
identifiable. Just as the electricity you
use may be generated by many
different companies, and your data
communications may be split into
packets and transmitted through cables
belonging to multiple telcos, so the
computing you use may be sourced
from anywhere in the grid. Pricing
mechanisms for computing Services will
soon emulate the competitive pricing
complexities that exist today in the
telco market.

This brings us back to the notion of asset
specificity. In grid computing, asset
specificity now relates to the supplier as
well as to the consumer. For example, if

Table 3: Outline Standards Roadmap
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Key developments in near term will be
the BP orchestration languages currently
under development as BPEL or ebXML.
These will enable Service providers to
offer standard products that will be much
easier to integrate. This represents an
important step to improve the existing
sub optimal integration process that
many enterprises have experienced with
products such as SAP, Siebel and
Peoplesoft. 

Key developments in the longer term will
be the creation of the distributed or
federated on-demand business, where
the responsiveness is itself federated.
The management of these remains
highly uncertain – what we can say at
this stage is it will be the companies
that master the management of the
on-demand business who will take the
lion’s share of the commercial and
strategic benefits.

Next Steps
The move towards On-Demand
Computing and On-Demand Business
raises a number of important topics we
want to take a closer look at early in
2003. Firstly, we want to take a fresh look
at the services and capabilities on offer
from application providers, such as the
ERP/CRM packaged product vendors.

and achieve a given set of business
objectives (both for service provider and
for service user). To think strategically
about business services, we need also to
have a way of understanding the ways
that these tactical considerations
change over time, and how they can
be influenced by technological and
commercial innovation.

In our previous analyses of business
modeling, we have taken the view that
the prevailing modeling languages,
techniques and tools simply do not
suffice to express critical business
concerns. We are convinced that
building the On-Demand business will
require a systematic process, based on
sound business models, incorporating
best practice patterns and frameworks.

Summary
Web Services are a step along the
way - just part of the evolutionary path -
creating articulation. BT calls this “The
Quiet Revolution”.

On-demand is the goal - a major shift in
how we deliver applications which will
impact economics. The essence of
On-Demand is moving computing to
become a business tool

- aligning demand timescales

- raising level of abstraction

How will these vendors respond to the
challenge of providing standard Services
that can be easily integrated to provide
custom fit?

We will also look at the process that
organizations will need to embrace to
move to an On-Demand enterprise.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com
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Vendor Offering

BT

IBM

Sun

“The Quiet Revolution”

On-Demand Business, focused on business issues. Implementation
throughout the platform across business and technical support,
with hosting and services though Global Services

Highly integrated stack(3), where massive servers provide services
to very large constituencies of users inside and outside the
organization on a highly automated, on-demand basis.

Table 4: Different Perspectives of On-Demand
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By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction –
Architectural Options
There is no need to explain to the CBDI
audience the need for some sort of
management layer for Web Services. The
implementation of service management
is ‘leading edge’ territory at the time of
writing because deployment of large
scale, mission critical Web Services is
relatively rare. However, look at
www.nsc.org if you are in any doubt that
high volume Web Services are not a
reality. Let’s start with a brief survey of
the approaches we know of

Pipeline Server, Peer to Peer
The pipeline server is the architecture we
call the Business Services Server and is
the option that gives you most control
over the SOAP protocols presented to
your service consumers. You deploy a
server and route your service traffic
through it so that SLAs, encryption and

billing services can be implemented;
your partners need not even know that
their service requests are being
processed by this server. Internally your
application developers simply target
their service end-points at the URLs of
the pipeline to reap the benefits of
monitoring, metering, etc. It is a peer to
peer approach in the true spirit of Web
Services, i.e. everyone is free to
implement services and publish them
using WSDL and issues such as SOAP
encryption must be handled by adopting
standards. Of course with the current
state of flux in security standards that
may be easier said than done; but
WS-Security will settle down now that
Microsoft and IBM have finalized their
submission.

The products out there that provide this
type of facility are numerous; the pros
and cons are:-

Abstract: Our early writings on the subject of managing

XML Services identified three architectures: the pipeline

server, hub and spoke and a P2P hybrid we call

‘managed P2P’ (MP2P). In this report we look more

closely at the MP2P option and investigate the process

behind BT’s choice of Flamenco Networks as their

Service management platform.

Managed P2P –
A New Architecture for
Service Management

Best Practice Report

The managed P2P

architecture is an

innovative approach for

rolling out Web Services

which plays particularly

well to the service

provider market.
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continues...

benefits in that SOAP standards are all
implemented by the service provider and
each participant is isolated from
differences in security standards etc.
What is more, the store and forward
capability of the hub adds more
resilience and isolation from network
performance – but at a potential cost.
You are now completely dependent on a
server you have no direct control over, its
performance and availability are beyond
your influence.

Our pros and cons table is very different:

Collaboration overheads are now much
less significant because all participants
connect with the hub and not directly
with each other. In fact, as long as you
can connect with the hub using your
chosen security mechanisms it is not
your problem what standard your
partners choose as long they too are
hub-compatible.

Managed Peer to Peer
The managed peer to peer approach
combines characteristics from the
previous two architectures but essentially
it splits out the SOAP content from the
management information, sending the
SOAP content peer to peer and service
management information to the
management hub. It is best described as
a service management network rather
than a hub. The pipeline server is still
required but now becomes a relatively
lightweight proxy through which service
calls are made. It can encrypt, sign and
compress the messages before routing
them direct to the target Service URL
and gathers management data such as
response times and metering information
which it sends to the service manager

On the face of it a BSS approach may
seem straightforward, but there is a cost.
We will call this cost the collaboration
overhead. WSDL describes the interface
for the Service but not the authentication
that your server requires, so a
collaboration cost will be incurred to
coordinate your authentication process
with the credentials of the service
consumer. If your existing web server
infrastructure already handles
authentication of your partners, and the
service management layer sits on top of
SSL, the extra costs will be small. For a
large company like BT where the number
of service consumers is large and
volatile, collaboration overheads are
likely to be high. We visit this aspect of
service provision later and look at other
collaboration costs.

Hub and Spoke Server
Hub and spoke servers have established 
themselves in EAI world and have
characteristics which are the exact
opposite of the Pipeline Server. In the
Web Services context all participants in a
collaboration must route their service
traffic though an external provider – very
reminiscent of the EDI VAN approach.
The central coordination has many

Pros

Collaboration

Standards

Costs

Performance

Security

No agreements are needed
before deploying your server

Plug-in capability is flexible
and can track new standards

Running costs are low

Limited only by extranet
bandwidth and server CPU

You have total control

Cons

Each collaboration is a new
overhead

Need to support all variants

DIY or buy in costs are high

May need high capacity
server

You are responsible for server
access controls etc.

Table 1: Pros and Cons of Peer to Peer

Pros

Collaboration

Standards

Costs

Performance

Security

Relationship is with the hub,
minimal management of
relationships

Handled by hub. Need to
support only one protocol

Minimal deployment costs

Limited only by hub
connection – could be
compressed and accelerated

Managed by the hub

Cons

All partners need to sign up
for the service

May need to support
alternative service layer for
non-participating partners

Running costs are controlled
by the hub provider

Hub could become
bottleneck

Managed by the hub

Table 2: Pros and Cons of Hub and Spoke
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when appropriate. Although SOAP is not
being routed through a hub you can still
have some of the store-and-forward
capabilities because the local proxy can
queue messages locally. And by virtue of
its link to the management server,
dynamic routing of endpoint can be
implemented.

Controlling the Costs of
Collaboration
Not much has been said about the costs
of deploying Web Services. As with most
other new technologies there is an
assumption that new=good=cheaper.
Paul Strassmann has shown statistically
that IT spend does not correlate to
company success so we are right to be
suspicious. At least with Web Services
the hardware and networking is for the
most part already in place so the costs
will be for design, development,
management and collaboration. When
you create a component for use within

the firewall you imply a contract to
provide a service to a limited population
of users. A Web Service is a contract that
binds you to a relationship with a number
of external companies and thus creates a
collaboration that has to be managed
and paid for. WSDL describes the call
interface for the service but the actual
meaning of the individual fields in a
message will always need a more
comprehensive description. Mapping
even a simple invoice between
companies with completely different
billing systems may require some
subtle transformations. This category of
collaboration overhead is much the same
for all three architectures but with the
hub and spoke and MP2P there is a role
for the service provider to make the
provisioning of each service easier for
the service consumer. 

Assuming then the service is live, if your
partners experience problems with your
service, whom do they ring up and talk to 

and who pays for that resource? When
you decide to re-design a service or
adopt a new security standard do you
invite all your partners in to the design
council or do you simply publish the new
WSDL and give notice that the old
insecure service will be discontinued?
Choices of reliable messaging standards
will again have an impact on your
partners and require collaboration at
some level.

Technical support and maintenance
issues will be affected by the
architectural choices you make for your
Web Services infrastructure. Peer to peer
(unmanaged) suffers from the highest
collaboration cost because as a provider
you manage a contract for each service
for each partner. Hub and spoke is the
least costly and Flamenco’s managed
P2P approach should be the same.
Here’s how it works in practice:

When you provide a service through
Flamenco’s network:

1. You sign up and create an account
with Flamenco

2. You register your Service with
Flamenco

3. You download a proxy which is
effectively a mini pipeline server
based on Apache’s Tomcat servlet
server. It is about 300K and it works
on most hardware, running
stand-alone.

4. The proxy configures itself to provide
an endpoint URL for your Service and
sits between the clients and the
original Web Service.

5. As the Service is used, management
information is collected and passed
in batches to the management server.

When you subscribe to a Service as a
client:

Managed P2P – A New Architecture for Service Management continued...

Pros

Collaboration

Standards

Costs

Performance

Security

Relationships are managed
through the network but can
bypass it if required

Handled transparently by
the network. New SOAP
standards can be applied
before the proxy

Minimal deployment costs

Not limited by the service
management layer in
any way, P2P can be
compressed etc.

Managed by the network

Cons

To get the full benefits both
parties must sign up with the
network

New transport standards
must be implemented by the
network before they can be
used P2P

Running costs are controlled
by the hub provider unless
you have a corporate license

None that we think of

Managed by the network

Table 3: Pros and Cons of MP2P
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continues...

1. You sign up and create an account
with Flamenco; this is where you
setup your credentials such as a
Verisign certificate

2. You find the Service provided via the
Flamenco web site and subscribe to
a Service

3. The Service proxy code is
downloaded onto your server

4. The service provider completes the
connection

5. The stub configures itself to provide
an endpoint to your developers,
passing SOAP requests to the
service provider endpoint

6. As the Service is used, management
information is collected and passed
in batches to the management server.

Some key benefits for the Flamenco
implementation of MP2P are:

● Performance is the same as peer
to-peer or better (see point 2).

● The connection between consumer
and provider is managed by the
Flamenco proxy which provides
compression, authentication,
signing and encryption

● Reliable messaging is handled by
the proxy

● The proxies are linked to the
management hub where
management statistics, metering
and service level alerts can be
generated.

● Proxies are configured automatically
and can be upgraded to support
changes in standards or end-point
configuration.

● In the case of a management hub
failure the proxies are not affected
and management information is
held in the local cache.

Figure 1: Flamenco Networks’ Pipeline (proxy)

Figure 2: The Flamenco Network Architecture
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completely manual, creating huge effort
for the colleges and organizations
involving fax and telephone. Initially NSC
offered services by web based browser.
Schools and universities submitted
information in batch files mostly by FTP.
Loan institutions and more recently
potential employers were provided with
online browser access. NSC is now in the
process of upgrading its processes to
use Web Services. 

There are three sets of participants in this
business model, the providers (colleges
and universities) the registry (NSC) and
the consumers (loan organizations,
businesses requiring verification and the
individual students). The colleges supply
enrolment status and degree information
to the NSC three times each semester,
and the consumers are provided with real
time inquiry response. In moving to web
services, NSC is initially responding to
the requirement of loan organizations to
automate their processes, and they are
providing their consumers with a proxy to
establish a Web Service endpoint that
can be easily integrated into an existing
process.

Whilst degree information is relatively
static, enrolment data can be much more
dynamic. NSC has therefore not
surprisingly come under pressure to
provide more up to date information, and
is now moving to offer the educational
institutions a generic framework that can
implement a Web Service providing a
front end to the institution’s own
database(s). This will then provide a real
time service for consumers for enrolment
data, based on the latest information
available to the educational institution.
The registry starts to become a virtual
registry, where information is provided
from the best available source.

There are currently 2700 educational
institutions involved representing a large

proportion of the higher educational
market. Current volumes are running at
100m transactions a year, and are set to
increase substantially because the
degree verification services are only now
being ramped up. But beyond this NSC
sees considerable opportunity to extend
the business model to include new
domains and data types such as
professional qualifications certification,
past employment certification etc.
Further the same business model is
potentially applicable to a much wider
business audience, and the technical
infrastructure is eminently scalable

One of the major business drivers in the
design was the “Family rights and
privacy act” which dictated strict data
protection and monitoring of information
use. A managed network was chosen
so that security could be efficiently
managed from the center while keeping
point-to-point connectivity. The block
diagram for the solution is shown in
Figure 3.

BTIgnite and Flamenco
Networks
Services management is a role made for
a telco like BT which allows it to
capitalize and extend its products and
services as an intermediary. BT provides
a range of e-commerce services to its
corporate clients. Many are based on
C and C++ running on UNIX, but
increasingly on the Java platform. The
move to a services-based architecture
makes a lot of sense if you own the
communications network and BT have
chosen a service management
infrastructure based on Flamenco
Networks. This hybrid P2P system sold
by relatively small start-up in Atlanta
seems like an unlikely choice for a
blue-chip company but for a service
provider the managed P2P architecture

Managed P2P – A New Architecture for Service Management continued...

Support for the Asymmetric Case
One of the contra-indications for the
Flamenco solution is the asymmetric
case where one partner in the
collaboration refuses to install and use
the proxy. Perhaps where the company
standards won’t entertain the 3rd party
involvement. Of course the provider can
open a port to the Service that avoids the
proxy and lose all the management
features of the Flamenco network. We
approached Flamenco with this point but
it clearly hasn’t been a problem and the
current system does not support the
end-point only monitoring feature.

The MP2P clearly has many advantages
but there are many cases where it is
simply overkill, for example an
information only Web Service that is not
subject to an SLA. Many services
available today fall into this category, e.g.
parcel tracking and stock quotes
(delayed). However, let’s look at the
National Student Clearinghouse solution
deployed in the U.S.

National Student Clearinghouse, NSC
The National Student Clearinghouse
(NSC) a not for profit organization based
in Virginia which maintains a central
registry of student records which was
initially set up to provide verification
information in support of the student loan
process. The prime motivation was to
allow student loan organizations to have
independent information on registration
and completion of students with higher
education institutions so that loan
repayments could be deducted. More
recently NSC has expanded its business
model to provide a credential verification
Service. NSC also enables potential
employers to quickly verify the records of
student qualifications before making
employment decisions.

Prior to the NSC services becoming
available, both of these processes were
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continues...

has numerous benefits beyond the
obvious fast track to market. The
Flamenco deal supports the near-term
convenience of outsourcing the
management role to Flamenco and a
longer term goal of bringing the
Flamenco management hub in-house so
that BT owns the solution and the brand.

We interviewed Simon Walker of BTIgnite
on their choice of technology provider.
As we thought, the particular features of
managed P2P drove the choice, i.e.

● BT felt that the hub and spoke
model would not be acceptable for
confidential transactions

● Resilience – i.e. the P2P can go on
working without the management
server

● BT see itself as the trusted 3rd
party which MP2P is designed for

● Minimal software installation
needed at the client

● BT can charge by the month and
keep track of the network use
providing non-repudiation and full
reporting of activity to its users.

This all sounds very clear cut, so we
suggested a scenario where they
might find a miss-match. Take the
asymmetrical case where company A
provides service through the BT-
Flamenco network and company B
refuses to go through the network either
because it doesn’t like BT or the
Flamenco technology, or perhaps it
already has a management infrastructure
in place. Company A has the option of
providing a back-door into its services,
side-stepping the Flamenco proxy or
cutting its relationship with BT. Would
BT even allow its services to used
without the management proxy – we
suspect not? Perhaps at that point
Flamenco will be asked to support the
asymmetric case which they do not in
the current solution.

The Flamenco Product
Details
The Flamenco Managed Network is sold
as a combination of service and
software. As everything is installed
from their web site the process is very
easy once you are logged into
www.flamenconetworks.com as a
customer. The trial account allows you
to use the system for real but not to
collaborate with other Flamenco
customers. There are essentially three
licensing arrangements:

1. Use the network as a Flamenco
branded network

2. Put your company name and identity
on the web pages so it looks like
your solution

3. Buy the full license and install the
network on your own server
infrastructure

Although option 3 may look like an
obvious choice for a large corporate user,
remember that for non-repudiation
disputes a 3rd party might be an
advantage.

Monitoring and Management
Information
The graphical overviews of the
management data gathered by the
central network manager allow you to
see at a glance the throughput and
exceptions logged by the Flamenco
proxies. A Web service provider or its
partners can use this portal to access
detailed transaction information and
history for endpoints, connections or an
individual Web Service. The network
provides the necessary level of
transaction detail to support SLAs, e.g.
transaction metrics, invocation counts
or message size. The management
information is available through Web
Service interfaces.

Figure 3: National Student Clearing House Block Diagram
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Conclusions
The managed P2P architecture is an
innovative approach for rolling out Web
Services which plays particularly well to
the service provider market represented
by telecommunication companies such
as BT. The role of a trusted 3rd party is
particularly well supported by the
managed P2P approach. The technology
used in the Flamenco solution is
standard HTTP, encryption and SOAP
but the particular way the system has
been designed solves many of the
roll-out and management issues facing
today’s Web Service providers. In our
review of Business Services Servers
released this last 18 months we have
seen many small start-ups working in
this space. What most have in common
is a lack of customers! In the shake-up,
which will inevitably take place over the
next 12 months, Flamenco should be
a survivor.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

More information at:
http://www.flamenconetworks.com/

the currently used Web Service Toolkits

must  be altered to use the proxy. For

.NET the  extra code lines in C# are:

IWebProxy proxyObject = new

WebProxy("http://local-

host:55555", true);

ws.Proxy = proxyObject;

for IBM developers the java changes are

much the same:

SOAPHTTPConnection st = new

SOAPHTTPConnection();

st.setProxyHost("localhost");

st.setProxyPort(55555);

call.setSOAPTransport(st);

If you are developing code today, you

may want to incorporate conditional

code for the proxy support rather than

retrofitting it after the testing is done!

Managed P2P – A New Architecture for Service Management continued...

Fig 4: Screen shot of Service Management Report

Technical
As you might guess, Flamenco is a Java
development shop with their network
manager running on Linux/Oracle as
mainly a set of Java Servlets. The code
will run on top of the usual application
servers from IBM and BEA. The proxy is
an Apache/TomCat server which runs
their Java servlets and is uses a standard
extranet IP port that should need no
special firewall changes.

When you register your Service URL on
the web site you can choose between
three encryption options, RSA, symmetric
and none.

Developing and Configuring Code
All your application code that uses
the network must be tweaked to use the
Flamenco proxy which means that the
bog-standard stubs created with all
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By Oliver Sims

With 20:20 hindsight we can see that components and

CBD have been essential evolutionary steps, however they

are merely building blocks in a broader process. This

paper shows how a radically improved software supply

chain will emerge and operate, that can efficiently deliver

and consume reusable Services and components in a

business context.

The Service-Oriented Software
Supply Chain

Roadmap Report

continues...

Introduction
The software crisis means that IT is too
often on the critical path of business
evolution. Instead of being a contributor
to business change, it is often seen
by the business stakeholders as a
constraint.

It might be thought that the advent
of Service-Oriented Processes (see
October CBDI Journal) will merely add to
the problem. However, what is more
likely to happen is that a much more
effective software supply chain - the
sources that business stakeholders can
use to provision software to meet their
business needs - will evolve.

This means that the traditional pattern of
IT as the sole provider of core business
systems, whether in-house or out
sourced, is about to change. New
opportunities arising from service-
oriented middleware and tools in the B2B 
and Workflow areas will provide

businesses with alternative sources of
application provisioning. In addition, new
tools and infrastructures may cause the
pendulum again to swing away from
centralized IT departments, as it did
when minis challenged mainframes.
Such a swing would strengthen our
main thesis, but would not change its
thrust, and so we do not consider this
possibility further. 

In this report, we show how the change
will come about, and how CBD will
emerge from a technology into a
service-oriented design paradigm that
will form an essential part of a new
software development and provisioning
environment.

The end of the classical IT
monopoly
Traditionally, enterprise business
systems have been provided by an
in-house or outsourced IT organization, 
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IT organizations are
currently fighting on two
major fronts: first, time-
to-market pressures from
business stakeholders,
and second, dealing with
rapid and wide-ranging
technology “churn”. And
this when much current
application development
and design thinking
is optimized for
yesterday’s environment,
characterized by OO
and fat client design
plus rapid development
processes such as RAD
and XP. To this has
been added distributed
system thinking

characterized by thin or “rich” clients
and app server technologies. Finally,
underlying software technology is often
researched and adopted on a
per-project basis, with little other than
operating systems and major middleware
products being used as a common
infrastructure across projects.

Of course, this picture is something of
a caricature. However, although some
enterprises are well on the way to
dealing with the situation, like most
caricatures, this one contains a large
measure of truth.

Changing to more productive
development environments while facing
such pressures is hugely difficult, and
implies organizational as well as design
paradigm changes. Few are able to meet
this challenge in the shorter term. This

means that the business stakeholders
will be often be disappointed in their
expectations of significant time-to-
market improvements.

The implication is that, as soon as an
alternative way of application provisioning
becomes available, businesses will move
away from today’s near-total reliance
on their IT organizations for new
applications. 

Just such an alternative is coalescing
around web services, and service-oriented
processes2, especially in the B2B and
Workflow areas. However, what is called
“Web Services integration”3 is becoming
the nostrum for all kinds of integration
work. “Web Services Integration” is
shorthand for “Across-the-board
integration using the XML-based
technologies such as SOAP, WSDL, and
UDDI that are commonly associated with
services provided over the web”.

However, the crucial factor is not the
underlying technology, but that both B2B
and Workflow products - and to some
extent B2C and EAI products - provide
for process definition by business people
who, while computer-literate, are not
IT professionals. In many cases, the
products provide user interaction models
of considerable user-friendliness that
enable complex business processes to
be defined, as well as data mappings
and filtering logic. Of course, the
underlying services must be provided by
someone. That someone could be the IT
organization – or it could be another
company offering application services
over the internet.

as illustrated in Figure 1. Business
stakeholders ask IT for some new or
modified function, and IT delivers it
some time later in the form of a new
or modified application, or through
acquisition of packaged software. New
applications are often built using
component technology middleware.

In this picture1, IT is effectively a
monopoly supplier, whether the software
supply is effected through packaged
applications bought off-the-shelf, or
applications built in-house. 

Now one of the striking things about
IT organizations is that they are often
relatively impervious to the business
pressure for dramatic time-to-market
improvements. It might be thought that
this is due to their monopoly position.
However, other factors are also at work.

Figure 1: IT as a constraint

The Service-Oriented Software Supply Chain continued...

1. This diagram is (more or less) a UML Sequence Diagram, which shows interactions between objects. Across the top are the objects of interest. Time is measured
vertically down the diagram. Blocks on the time-line show some activity by the object at the top of the timeline. This diagram shows that first the Business
Stakeholders define a need, and request an App from the IT Organization. The IT Organization provisions the app, and delivers it to the Business Stakeholders, who
then use it.

2. By “Service” we mean provision of programmatic access to a capability that can be used independently of its implementation via an XML-based self-describing
interface (CBDI Forum October 2002, page 3). 

3. For example, see “White Paper on Web Services Integration Architecture”, an OMG draft document (OMG document number bei/2002-10-02). This is an excellent
overview of the kind of middleware necessary for effective service provision over the internet.
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or may not be cohesive; they may well
be spread throughout the organization
in various departments. Many may be
what today are sometimes called
Business Analysts. Indeed, it is quite
possible that B2B Development will
be handled by joint ventures and/or
virtual organizations. If we look further
ahead, people involved in B2B
Development may evolve to become
Service (Life Cycle) Managers. 

The business processes defined and
run by B2B Development people
will typically need to use the core
applications provided by the IT
organization (for clarity, this usage of
IT is not shown in Figure 2). This
means that IT will increasingly be
asked for service interfaces to the
core systems. How this is best done is
touched upon later in this report.

Workflow Development: this
represents the emergence within the
business of a group of non-IT people
who manage workflows and create
workflow definitions. Like B2B
Development, this group may or may
not be cohesive, may evolve in the 

Over time, we expect B2B, EAI, and
Workflow products to overlap, so that
producers of Web Service definition and
management tools (and underlying
middleware) evolve into producers of
service integration tools, whether that
service is B2B, workflow, or EAI. 

Effectively, then, the advent of Web
Services presents the business with an
alternative source of application
provision, as illustrated in Figure 2. Here,
the IT organization is only one source of
application function.

Others are:

Service Organizations: other
companies who provide application
function across the internet. These
companies may be trading partners,
or may be providers – across the
internet – of service-based application
function.

B2B Development: this represents
the emergence within the business of
a group of non-IT people who manage
and create trusted environments and
business-to-business collaborations
with other enterprises. This group may 

continues...

Figure 2: Multiple sources of application provision
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pressures to bear on the IT organization.
For few companies will want to depend
on others to provide the core business
processes upon which their key
competitive advantages depend -
especially if those others make the same
facilities available to competitors.
And IT must meet this challenge or die.
There is only one way to do this - make
the transition to high-productivity service
provisioning - make services systemic
throughout IT. 

The impending IT
transition to Systemic
Service Orientation
Systemic (adjective) – of the body as a
whole, not confined to a particular part.

We noted in the previous section that the
take-up of Web Services may mean, in

the shorter term, a reduction in the
pressures on IT. But it will not mean the
permanent demotion of IT; rather full
take-up of Web Services will lead to
increased pressure within the business
for significant changes in business
processes, and the consequential
increase, this time with real management
insistence on rapid response, in the
demand for new and modified core
systems and automated business
processes.

In addition, initially workflow and B2B
may be defined and implemented largely
by people outside IT. However,
larger-scale implementations, even
though defined and managed by non-IT
people, will demands IT standards of
rigorous and formal testing and going
live. This if nothing else will increase IT’s
involvement.

The Service-Oriented Software Supply Chain continued...

same way, and indeed, may become

part of a Service Management

discipline, outside the boundaries of

the traditional IT organization. Again

as with B2B Development, Workflow

Development will need to use the core

business systems provided by IT

(again, not shown in Figure 2). 

The result of this evolution is that

enterprises will one day wake up and

discover that they are no longer wholly

reliant on their IT organization. The

supply chain will be heterogeneous, and

competitive. The overall result for the IT

Organization will be increasing pressure

for highly-responsive provision of service

interfaces to core business systems.

Curiously, this may also - initially - lead

to a reduction in the pressure for

application provisioning. 

However, the business itself will be

changed by the Web Services

experience. Indeed,

what we are facing

is a transition to a

new way of doing

business. “The e-

business challenge

facing companies

is complex and

can’t easily be

described from any

single perspective.

It involves major

changes in the way

companies do

business, including changes in sales,

manufacturing, inventory, and service

and product delivery. It involves creating

new organizations, redesigning business

processes, and moving to a different mix

of employees with different skills.(2)

These changes will drive changes in the

core business systems, which will then

bring real and urgent time-to-market Figure 3: Service-Oriented Processes through service-oriented interfaces
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are provided through interfaces, while
the provision of those services is
encapsulated.

2. Separate the continuing “technology
churn” from business function in
applications.4 This is done by
organizing to unhook application
development projects from
implementation and evolution of
the underlying software technology
consisting of distributed component
middleware, technical glue code,
transaction processors, DBMSs, GUI 
front-ends, etc. The aim of such
re-organization is not only to separate 
concerns, but also to simplify
production of business logic in core
business applications.

3. Manage the discontinuities between
B2B, Workflow, and Core Systems
(including EAI). As effective delivery
organizations evolve externally, IT will 

need to consider how best it should
organize to recognize and support
these differing areas, which are
illustrated in Figure 4.5 The significant
discontinuities between them are: 

a. B2B Automated Collaborations can
be defined (i.e. developed) and
managed by non-IT professionals.
They require establishment and
management of a trusted
environment for each peer-to-peer
collaboration (although less so for
hub-based collaborations). Since
full benefit from peer-to-peer B2B
implies automated access to
defined core business systems
from outside the enterprise, these
processes must be rigorously
tested. 

b. Internal workflow systems are
business processes that make use
of core business systems, other
workflows in order to implement

In summary, in the longer term IT will
become even more crucial to the
organization, although the pressures for
rapid response will be both greater and
more immediate. 

However, the short time of lesser
pressure, where that happens, will give
IT the breathing space needed to
modernize its design thinking,
organization, tools, and development
processes. IT organizations that
recognize this can move early to break
through to the new IT paradigm of
“services-r-us”, or more formally,
systemic service orientation. 

In some IT organizations, the shorter-
term reduction in pressure will not occur,
or will not be recognized. In any case, it
is doubtful whether it can be confidently
foreseen; rather it will be a bonus
where it occurs. This means that IT
organizations should start now - today -
for the impending change. Interestingly,
even if the new paradigm does not
evolve as we believe it will, moving to a
new service-oriented development
paradigm brings its own rewards of
productivity and management of
complexity.

The new service paradigm delivers rapid
development in four important ways:

1. Move to provide common service-
based interfaces across the board,
both for business applications, and for
B2B and Workflow services. Each
service-based interface provides
service-oriented processes to
requestors. Figure 3 illustrates such
an environment (where for clarity
security and firewall concerns are not
shown). Service-oriented processes

continues...

4. This separation is sometimes called a “product line” approach to development. See [1] and [3].

5. This diagram is not a “layer” diagram that defines what can talk to what. Hence B2B Collaborations can invoke processes provided by both workflow and core
business systems.

Figure 4: Major discontinuities in the IT world



4. Re-focus on CBD for the internals of
new applications, and for service-
oriented interfaces. This is necessary,
as discussed in the next section, to
position IT to meet the urgent time-to-
market pressures that provision of
web services will bring.

In summary, a systemic service
orientation will result in an IT environment
that is service-oriented throughout.
Figure 5 illustrates this, and shows how
services can be external (to end users
inside and outside the enterprise, and to
automated B2B partners) or internal (to
the “home” end of B2B collaborations, to 
workflow, and to new component-based
application built along the general lines
described in the next section).

CBD Re-visited
What technical principles do we apply to
deliver systemic service orientation? The 
answer is CBD. Not just component 
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Figure 5: Systemic Service Orientation

In summary, a systemic

service orientation will

result in an IT environment

that is service-oriented

throughout.

internal business processes. They
can be defined and put into
operation by non-IT professionals.
Depending on the scope of a
given workflow, testing can
sometimes be relaxed; for example,
a departmental workflow may be
defined by a department manager
who would be responsible for its
testing.

c. Core Business Systems are
business processes that have a
high algorithmic content, that are
required to be highly scalable,
and where data integrity of the
enterprise’s basic data must be
maintained at the highest level.
EAI’s strength lies in integrating
such systems so that overlapping
data and/or processes are
managed properly. Rigorous testing 
is required, and these systems are
developed by IT professionals.



1. It represents and implements an
important concept (either process or
entity) in the business domain in a
single, if often complex, module.
Progress through the development
lifecycle from concept in the problem
domain to realization as a software
module is carried out with no
significant transformations. (This is
also described in [4] as “component
metamorphosis”)

2. We assume that a “product line”
approach [1] is an integral part of
CBD, since this approach rigorously
separates software technology
concerns from business logic.

Components and Web
Services
OK, perhaps we can see, at a certain
level of abstraction, that a given
component design can specify a service-
oriented interface. But what about
implementing this design? There are
many kinds of interface, ranging from
SQL through EJB “remote” interfaces
and CORBA IDL to WSDL specifications.
Suppose the interface must be SOAP-
compatible, and the component
middleware supports only classical EJB?
How can a component implemented as
an EJB handle a SOAP message?

The answer to this lies in the area of
“glue” code. This is extra middleware
built by the IT organization, or provided
by advanced development tools. An
important piece of glue is the “proxy-
stub-skeleton” set, which separates
business logic from underlying
communications mechanisms in
distributed systems. How it works is
illustrated in Figure 6.

business concept “Customer” (an entity)
or the business concept “Invoice
Service” (a set of closely-related
processes). 

A well-designed component is also a
software module that:

1. Provides one or more interfaces, so
conforming to the best practice
concept of information hiding 

2. Adhere to the classical guidelines for
good modularization (high cohesion
and low coupling). 

3. Follows many OO principles such as
encapsulation (of a business concept,
be it entity or process), instantiation,

generalization (not currently supported
by main-stream middleware), etc.

4. Plugs into an environment that
provides a compatible “socket”. 

In other words, investing in CBD is, aside
from other things, investing in well-
established best practice software
engineering principles

Finally, a component “interface” is a set
of one or more explicit or implied
operations. In other words, the interface
offers services to invokers. 

Of the three kinds of component
described – small, large, and in-between
– it is the latter that is of interest
for application development within
enterprise systems, and from here on, we
shall assume only this kind of
component – what might be called
a “business component” – in the
discussion.6 These are often
implemented as EJBs, or COM objects,
and have also been implemented as
CICS transactions.

The additional characteristics of a
business component are:

technology, although that is very useful;
but CBD as a complete approach to
service provisioning. Many people use
component middleware technology
without applying a CBD approach; and
some have used the CBD approach
when component middleware technology
was not available.

But is this not a contradiction in terms?
Has there not been much discussion
recently about the imminent demise of
CBD in favor of Web Services? Well, yes,
there has been talk. However, a major
reason for this is that CBD is interpreted
by many as being whatever component
middleware supports. Neither EJB, nor
CORBA, nor the component part of
.Net support XML-based messaging
and service definition and discovery.
Therefore, they say, CBD must go 

This conclusion is somewhat simplistic
and misleading to an unfortunate extent.
CBD is not just using a collection of
middleware technologies. It is a whole
approach to software development that
combines software engineering best
practices with the concept of
“pluggability”. As such, it is eminently
applicable to the whole range of
enterprise business systems. It is also
highly applicable to other kinds of
software, such as tools, and middleware,
but that’s beyond the scope of
this report.

What is a component?
First, let’s consider the essence of a
“component”. A component can be
something small like a Java Bean, or
something large such as an entire
application, a Data Base Management
System, or a client-based tool. Or it can
mean something in-between, such as the 
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continues...

6. Some CBD initiatives have assumed only the first kind of component – the “large” ones typified by whole applications, or large pieces of the software technology
infrastructure. Where the “business component” has been ignored, then development projects may re-use software technology, but are unlikely to achieve effective
re-use of much business logic.



Often components invoke each other’s
services within the same address space.
Good glue can make distribution
technically transparent, with good
performance.8

The key point here is that business logic
can be rigorously separated from the
details of the communication. Similar
separations can be made in other
software technology areas such as
transaction and concurrency
management (where the middleware
allows for it).

In this way, a business component
implements services, and provides a
service-oriented interface, which can be
invoked as a web service using SOAP.

It is worth saying that glue code in a
number of areas is now beginning to be
provided as part of developer-oriented
pre-packaged sets of products, such as
Microsoft’s .Net Framework, IBM’s
WSTK, and Sun’s SunOne suite.
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The business logic of code requesting a
service, and of a component providing it,
is shown in blue. As can be seen, the
requesting code merely invokes an
interface in the native language, which
may be different for the requestor and
the service providing component. 

On the requesting side, the interface is
provided by a “proxy” (a proxy for the
interface provided by the service-
providing component). The proxy, when
invoked, talks to a stub which knows
how to talk in the underlying comms
protocol. The stub invokes a “skeleton”
on the server side, which talks the same
comms protocol, and maps the incoming
request to the native interface provided
by the service-providing component.7

The figure shows an RMI stub/skeleton
pair in use, with others (SOAP and MQ)
also being available for other comms
environments. The only parts that know
about the underlying comms formats and
protocols are the Stub and the Skeleton. 

However (and at the risk of moving
slightly outside the scope of this report),
although these make details of much
software technology transparent to the
developer, they do not remove the need
for developers to understand such
technology. For example, it’s hard to
write a threading library. If one is
provided, then that saved you
understanding how to write it. But it
doesn’t help with your having to
understand how to use it. And in building
today’s enterprise systems, much of the
difficulty arises from the technical
challenge of having to know how best to
use the underlying technology, together
with the human capacity problem of
having to understand such a huge range
of technology. Much better, for many
developers, would be a situation where
the effective use of much technology
(such as threads) is wholly transparent.
This was achieved decades ago in some
mainframe transaction processing
products, where aside from effective glue
code, much complexity was hidden
through adoption of common application
design architectures. With today’s
convergence of thinking on the nature of
application design architectures for
service-oriented enterprise applications,
we are confident that much higher levels
of transparency could be provided either
by middleware suppliers or by MDA tools
such as ArcStyler and iUML.

Entity Services
We mentioned that business
components represent process or entity
concepts in the business domain, but so
far have only talked about the processes
– the web services. Entity business
components provide “entity services” –

Figure 6: Proxy-Stub-Skeleton “Glue”

7. This example is indicative only, since the precise design depends on a number of factors. Also, some authorities use the word “stub” where I have used “skeleton”.

8. It’s a great pity that EJB recently introduced “local” interfaces for use between components within the same address space. This makes visible exactly the thing that
good middleware should (and in other areas has) make transparent.
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applications, we are

confident that much

higher levels of

transparency could be
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middleware suppliers or

by MDA tools.

more than simple “data” classes, such as
those found in many demonstrations or
prototypes. Aside from providing read
and update services to processes, they
can also manage validation of data
related to themselves. For example, if a
Customer is to be created, and
Customer data is provided through some
process component, then the Customer
entity component would validate it.

The advantage of entity services is
that they separate concerns between
process and entity. For example, the
Sales Order Entity component is all to do
with being a Sales order; the Sales Order
Service component is all about providing
services to manage and process
sales orders. This not only reduces
dependencies, but also reduces the
complexity of process service
components. In addition, complex
entity components become eminently
re-usable at run-time, so reducing
maintenance and testing when process
service components need to be updated. 

often eminently re-usable in different
processes – to the process business
components as illustrated in Figure 7.
Two process service components are
shown – Sales Order Service and Invoice
Service – each providing an interface
defining a web service (defined in
WSDL). Three entity components are
also shown: Sales Order, Customer and
Product. These provide services to the
process components, and are not visible
as an external Web Service. This
approach separates concerns between
processes that use entities, and the re-
usable entities. The process components
are re-usable by B2B and Workflow
definitions (not shown in the diagram).

Sometimes an entity component will
“own” a specific set of logical tables, so
separating the enterprise data and its
schemas from the process business
logic. Such entity components are often
quite large, comprising some tens of
classes or more. Certainly they are much 
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Figure 7: Entity Services



Finally, SOAP is shown as appearing only
at the Process Service level. However,
there are sometimes advantages in
using SOAP technology for internal
interactions between components, even
though there is an added overhead.

Component Advantages
Business components of the kind
described, when built in a product line
environment that makes the technology
infrastructure re-usable across projects,
are not only themselves re-usable, but
also provide services to many different
kinds of requestors. For example, the
same process service component may
be accessed by end users (through their
client software), can be seen as the
implementation of a Web Service, and
can be invoked by B2B collaborations
and by Workflows. 

These characteristics make CBD the
most appropriate way to develop core
business function when time-to-market
is the prime consideration (constrained
by performance and quality concerns
of course).

In addition, components are ideal
wrappers for such things as EAI
products. Finally, a simple “do-it”
component interface can be assumed
for kicking off workflows and B2B
collaborations. Thus IT can move to
provision of complete sets of service-
oriented processes, not only outside the
enterprise, but also internally.

Product Line approach
As mentioned, the product line approach
separates application development
concerns from technology concerns,
both at run time and also, importantly,
at development time. Consider an
organization within IT that is missioned
to make life as simple as possible for

developers of business logic. Effectively,
such an organization provides crucial
services to application development
projects. In turn, the technical structure
of applications – those factors governing
scalability, security, transactions, etc. –
can all be pre-defined by architects and
delivered through the product line in
the form of specific tool add-ins and
configurations for use by application
developers.

In this way, we reach a position where
both the product line – the “IT
department for the IT Organization”
and the technical architects provide
measurable services to the primary
function of IT – application development,
maintenance, and management.

Summary
The arrival of effective Web Services and
end-user tools to enable their definition
and management will provide effective
alternative software supply chains to
businesses. However, workflow and B2B
tools are unlikely to provide for all the
business logic required, especially that
associated with algorithmic logic and
high performance, security, and integrity
concerns. 

This means that IT must continue to
provision these core applications, either
through packages or through in-house
developments. In either case, IT will face
immediate and forceful time-to-market
pressures. CBD as briefly described in
this report is arguably the best approach
for meeting these pressures for in-house
developments. Once this approach is
more widely known, there will be
significant competitive advantages for
suppliers whose packages are also
component-based, since this will allow
IT more easily to integrate them with
other systems.

Web Services, then, far from being an
alternative to CBD, will provide the
stimulus that forces the  CBD issue, and
will result in the further evolution and
use of CBD.

Finally, the concept of product line,
which provides not only run-time
services such as communications
transparency, transactions, etc to
business component developers, but
can also deliver development-time
services to IT professionals as well as
to those defining Web Services, B2B
collaborations, and Workflow.
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By David Sprott

Recent reports suggest Microsoft’s .NET is making some

progress in the enterprise marketplace, but what constitutes

enterprise ready? At the enterprise level, each organizations’

requirements are often very different, so how does the

Microsoft platform support enterprise needs? Recently we

had a series of conversations with Avanade, an integrator

that is focused solely on the Microsoft platform, and in

this article we report on how they are bringing .NET into

the enterprise.

Making .NET Work
in the Enterprise
Conversations with Technology
Integrator Avanade

Best Practice Report

continues...

Introduction
Avanade is a joint venture formed just
over two years ago by Accenture and
Microsoft. Not surprisingly therefore the
company is committed exclusively to the
Microsoft market, and is a premier
channel to the enterprise for the .NET
platform. Whilst Avanade is an
independent company, it is closely
aligned with its parent organizations.
Microsoft supports Avanade with deep
and early access to relevant technologies
and in return, undoubtedly gets first
class feedback. Accenture complements
Avanade's tight focus on technology
integration with business process and
industry sector resources.

Recently Avanade approached me and
asked to brief CBDI on their activity, and
over the past few weeks I have had
meetings with a number of Avanade folk,
who have been really open about their
products and practices, and also the
reality of working at the leading edge
(of .NET and Web Services) while the
goalposts are constantly moving.  

Those readers that have been around for
a while may recall that Accenture’s
predecessor was well known for its
work with frameworks. Not surprisingly
therefore Avanade is strongly focused on
asset management, and the creation of
frameworks that enable transfer and
reuse of assets, skills and intellectual

a comprehensive set of

reusable assets for the

.NET environment.
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property. At the point that Avanade was
formed in April 2000 the company
inherited a DNA based framework that
has now been superceded by a new
family of frameworks referred to as
Avanade Connected Architectures (ACA).
Today these include a number of
frameworks that cover .NET applications,
integration, mobile, portals and
infrastructure.

Web Services Strategies
Whilst Avanade may be focused
exclusively on the Microsoft platform,
their project activity mirrors the broader
market as we see it. Their customers are
moving carefully into a Service based
world, pacing the progress and
availability of the WS standards. They
see three major categories of activity that
are recurring themes in their customer
assignments.

1. Internal EAI
Connecting Microsoft and other
applications into .NET platform based
applications is an active area. This
replaces what might be termed
conventional EAI architectures where
there was previously little or no role
for the Microsoft product set.

2. Web Services enabling reuse of
existing infrastructure
Creating a thin wrapper on top of
existing infrastructures, a tried and
tested mechanism for keeping costs
down and creating gateways to
existing technology such as
mainframes.

3. Integration through aggregation
An important variant on the previous
two scenarios, using Web Services to
extract information from multiple
systems to present one consistent
view, for example across multiple
CRM applications. Here the Web
Service approach allows a low barrier

to entry and there is a strong incentive
to create the formal API structure
that can potentially be reused in many
other situations, creating a more
adaptable application architecture.

Like everyone else, Avanade see project
decisions constrained by the availability
of standards, particularly security, and
the evolving support for Web Services in
the .NET products. Most of their Web
Service deployments are point to
point; more complex topologies are
implemented using more conventional
EAI architectures. They are commencing
work with the new Microsoft WSTK
which has support for what might be
termed the second phase of the new
standards and protocols, but there will
still be requirements for workarounds
in the areas of active directory,
authentication and transactional
Services.

Like many others Avanade have
developed their own best practices for
integration of Web Services to address
inter vendor incompatibilities. In addition
they have developed their own solutions
for routing, security and have done much
work to plug holes in the Compact
Framework. In many respects Avanade is
in a similar position to other integrators,
where they are constantly providing
functionality that extends and
customizes the base platform, only to
find that all too soon this becomes

standardized, or part of the base
product. However this is obviously
accentuated because of their close
relationship with Microsoft, and they
openly admit this can be a cause of
friction with clients, because they are
constantly juggling Microsoft product
readiness with client requirements.

Finally they make the all important point
that in their experience the major issue is
often not the Web Services capabilities
and platform functionality, but getting
existing applications to the state where
they can be used with Web Services.
This activity can often take many months
elapsed time, that hasn’t always been
factored into the client business plan.

At the same time Avanade is looking
forward and fully expects that as soon
as the WS standards which include:
WS security, WS transactions and WS
routing (currently in work) evolve and
improve, that trading partner
applications will rapidly come back into
vogue, which will result in a considerable
burst of activity.

Development Accelerators
From its early beginnings with the DNA
framework, Avanade has developed a
comprehensive set of reusable assets for
the .NET environment. The frameworks
provide an architecture, together with
reusable components, patterns and tools 

Making .NET Work in the Enterprise continued...

Figure 1: Framework Building Blocks
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time components. Conceptually the run
time components may be considered as
somewhat analogous to the J2EE
container, providing common services
such as connection management,
distributed transactions and state
management, although the ACA.NET
framework also provides additional
infrastructure components that extend
beyond the footprint of a component
container. 

Avanade indicate that most organizations
opt for the framework as a black box,
although they will provide the framework
as a black, grey or white box. Further
Avanade also commonly provide custom
extensions, and delivery and support
arrangements are pretty flexible in this
regard. Framework functionality is sum-
marized in Figure 2.

The ACA.NET provides an integrated
architecture illustrated in Figure 3 that
supports fat or thin client applications in
an ‘n’ tier architecture. In the first layer,
the gatekeeper to the architecture is a
state machine that manages state and
navigation within a session. Navigation
specifics are managed in an XML file that
provides code independent navigation
that facilitates adaptable applications.
Core .NET platform configuration data
is also used directly to manage the
status and credentials of application
components. 

In the next layer business process
components manage state, events and
transition. Framework classes provide
support for navigation, presentation
neutral rendering, session and between
request state management, session
handling and click stream based logging
and auditing.

In the business entity layer ACA.NET
provides a framework for managing
calling and packaging business objects. 

that create a reusable foundation for
developing custom solutions.

For example the third type of activity
mentioned above, aggregation through
integration, represents a recurring
pattern that can be generalized and
reused in many different situations, and
Avanade has over time progressively
developed a framework to support that
generic need. This particular framework
is referred to as their Enterprise Services
Integrator (ESI). The frameworks are
made available to Avanade's customers
only as part of solutions projects, but
may be delivered in a variety of ways
depending on need and commercial
arrangement.

The ACA.NET Framework
The ACA.NET framework comprises
components, patterns, tools and a run
time and development environment that
provides projects with an architecture
and infrastructure that allow projects to
considerably reduce planning activities
and improve development productivity.
In pre project activity the framework
provides a basis for making numerous
architectural decisions and establishing
project infrastructure and standards.
As many organizations with no recent
Microsoft platform experience are
now starting to work with .NET, a
comprehensive, but customizable
framework is a useful aid to architects. In
the development process, the framework
provides consistent functions which
assist product quality and also have the
potential to increase productivity. 

The ACA.NET framework is delivered as
a set of .NET Assemblies, and has a
straightforward productized install
process as well as being tightly coupled
with Visual Studio.NET. The standard
functions comprise design time and run

continues...
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Aside from pre project activity which is
very hard to quantify, development
productivity improvements are likely to
be achieved through the consistent
approach plus the reusable functionality
which also reduces testing effort.
Avanade indicate that they are recording
reductions in development effort in the
order of:

● Simple projects - up to 10%

● Complex projects - up to 25%

● Enterprise projects - up to 50%

Additionally standard coding and the
best practices are enforced facilitating
team transitions, documentation and
ultimately handover and support.

Case Study
Avanade is supporting the Australian
Department of Employee and Workplace
Relations (DEWR). This organization,
privatized in the last few years, now
facilitates linking job seekers with jobs
and services providers through a
combination of its own data resources
and an extensive network of service
providers. There are some 500 third party
network organizations working across
some 5000 sites that offer a wide variety 
of services to job seekers and employers
such as skills development and training
and other recruitment services. For some
of these network organizations DEWR

Making .NET Work in the Enterprise continued...

Figure 2: The ACA.NET Framework
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a consistent SOAP based approach to

defining the function and entry points for

a wide variety of Services including

security, authentication, integration and

messaging, data access, third party

directories etc.

Clearly a framework of this nature has

the potential to impact performance to

some extent, for example in terms of

generalized functionality in the state

machine, in ADO.NET etc. However

Avanade indicate that the overhead is

minimal, and in practice has not been a

significant factor in their many projects

that have required high performance.
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disparate parties to share information
and collaborate, together with a strong
commercial motivation (through
privatization) to reduce costs. Today
there are just a few basic services in
place, but very clearly there is huge
potential to evolve and built on this base.  

The core of the DEWR architecture is
based on the Avanade integration
framework ESI.NET. This product was
derived from an earlier Avanade
multi-channel integration architecture
product that has been used by a
number of financial organizations as an
aggregating hub for multiple account
information. This earlier product has
been upgraded to the .NET platform and 
provides adapter, transformation,
transactional and orchestration services
that receive requests from disparate
sources, transform and manage

can mandate the technical platform, but
many others will have highly variable
environments.

Together with public access by
Australian citizens looking for work, plus 
access by other government agencies,
this makes the overall application
relatively high throughput with an
average peak of around 120 - 140 tps. In
the past DEWR has operated a
mainframe environment, and is in
transition to the .NET platform. The
primary challenge for them is to provide
an adaptable, high performance hub that
can integrate distributed services from a
large number of disparate sources.

DEWR illustrates the business case for
Web Services rather well. There is a
business opportunity to provide the
infrastructure to enable a large number of 

continues...

Figure 3: The ACA.NET Integrated Architecture

asynchronous processes, firing off sub
processes as required and collating and
transforming back into single Web
Service based responses.

Backend request sources include
CICS/Coolgen/DB2 action blocks that
are wrapped with a very thin HTTP layer
to expose them, plus various forms of
messaging, EDI and increasingly Web
Services. This environment is very
specific to DEWR, and they chose to
acquire the source code for this hub.

Avanade explained that at the time
they were building the integrator hub,
BizTalk was not able to handle
key requirements including high
performance, asynchronous behaviors
and also Web Services. However these
were very much timing issues, and they
anticipate that in due course DEWR may 
decide to adopt BizTalk to implement
standards based orchestration
capabilities with partners, and the
integration hub will remain in its
adapter role. 

DEWR also used the ACA.NET
framework, primarily in the presentation
layer using the state machine to separate
navigation from business logic. They
commented that this is a good model for
building complex applications a)
because the navigation is held in XML
script which formalizes the navigation
mechanisms, and b) the services for
maintaining state are held in a central
repository which allows dynamic
configuration. The Web Services
Gateway provides a consistent public
interface that includes UDDI based
discovery.

Commercial Matters
The Avanade frameworks are made
available to their customers as part of
systems integration assignments.
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leading edge of a technology platform
that is undergoing very rapid change.
With rising enterprise interest in .NET,
and a current deficit of skills and
infrastructure products for this platform,
Avanade is in an excellent position to
meet rising market demand. Where
Avanade differentiates from many of their
competition is that they have been
prepared to productize their expertise to
a significant extent, and to aggressively
move the product functionality forward in
line with the base platform.

Whilst this is undoubtedly an easier task
because of the single platform focus, it is
also a double edged sword, insofar as
the closer they work with Microsoft in

Making .NET Work in the Enterprise continued...

Summary
Integrators do not always want to share
their strategies and plans. Perhaps not
surprisingly they often view their
asset base and processes as highly
competitive, and prefer to restrict public
information on these products. In the
past I have made the opposite case,
arguing that integrators that have
invested in frameworks should promote
their assets and processes as core
differentiators, that should allow them to
deliver higher quality and productivity
that is directly reflected in delivery time
and cost. 

Avanade is in an interesting position
because they are working right at the

Figure 4: The DEWR Application Architecture

terms of early products, the greater the
friction (instability) they may create with
their customers. Yet this is an attractive
model. If you have decided on the .NET
platform, then you will almost certainly
need a hybrid approach that combines
custom with base platform functionality,
for some time to come. And Avanade is
in a good position to provide practical
insight on how to deliver advanced
architectures in this environment.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

References: 
Avanade Inc: http://www.avanade.com

The Australian Department of Employment and
Workplace Relations (DEWR):
http://www.dewr.gov.au/



Services Based Architecture
Workshops and Seminars

We are now making this knowledge available to member organizations, either as:

- interactive workshops, for small groups which can be highly responsive to

a group’s specific needs, or

- seminars, to evangelize and educate a larger audience

The materials provide practical guidance in considerable detail, with clear

recommendations on technology and techniques. The materials focus on service-

oriented approaches to technology and application architecture covering the issues

that architects, business analysts and project managers need to understand. This

workshop considers service delivery in general, and focuses on web services in

detail. Topics include:

Service oriented architectures

Using a service oriented approach to achieve more adaptable environments;

motivation, types of services, patterns, roles and responsibilities; components

and services, provisioning and consumption; various architectural patterns;

different types of services and web services and their applicability and

challenges

Delivering the Dynamic Internet

Web services based architectures; federated operation; the new ASP model;

identifying web services; when to use a web service as opposed to a service;

implementation choices and decisions; interoperability; security and trust

models, technology, patterns, authentication and identity; standards and

protocols; availability and performance.

Process

Business process driven assembly, versioning services; life cycle management;

developing and delivering service and component architectures; review of

appropriate processes; lifecycles and techniques; acquiring services, services

as products, questions of granularity

Implementation

Technology building blocks, the business services server, delivering SLA’s

For further information see http://www.cbdiforum.com/
public/events/workshops/1.php3

Or contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or call:
+353 2838071

Over the past six months

the Forum has developed

a comprehensive set of

thinking and materials

that define the scope and

practice of service based

architecture. Whilst many

subscribers will be familiar

with Interact reports that

have addressed this

subject, the knowledge

goes considerably beyond

published materials.
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CBDI Raison d’etre
We aim to provide unique insight on component and web service technologies and
processes for the software industry and its customers. To provide high quality analysis
and other information resources on best practice in business software creation, reuse
and management. To maintain the highest level of independence.

Modus Operandi
CBDI has three channels:

- Subscription services - provision of continuous commentary and information.

- Workshops and seminars - providing indepth briefing and guidance on advanced
architectures, processes and practices.

- Consulting - including related product management and marketing advice,
application audit and guidance, technical and business evaluation for investment

How we compare with others
We are not a mass market, media oriented organization. All material published by the
forum is unique. The majority of material is published by our own analysts, or
commissioned from others, and under strict editorial control to ensure accuracy. We
rigorously exclude spurious marketing.

We aim to provide depth insight which covers a narrow topic footprint in a deeper way
than the other analysts, and in particular cover not just the technology, but also the
architectures, usage, practices and processes.

Also we are unusual as analysts we do not simply echo what the vendors say, we are
a think tank, identifying new ideas, opportunities and providing stimulus for thinking.
We try to be thought leaders providing ideas generation and a rich source of
conceptual thinking based on practical, real world feedback.

Who reads CBDI Journal?
Technical and Application Architects, Business analysts, Consultants, CTO’s,
Designers, Product strategists, Senior Developers, Project Managers etc . Subscription
is split 40% USA, 50% Europe.

Contact us: 
For further information on any of our services contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com or
+353 2838073.

Insight for Web Service &
Software Component Practice

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information available in this publication is given in good faith and is

believed to be reliable. CBDI Forum Limited expressly excludes any representation or warranty

(express or implied ) about the suitability of materials in this publication for your purposes and

excludes to the fullest extent possible any liability in contract, tort or howsoever for

implementation of, or reliance upon, the information contained in this publication. All trademarks

and copyrights are recognised and acknowledged.

Subscribe to the
CBDI Journal
The CBDI Journal is

published monthly. In

addition to the CBDI

Journal, subscription

includes electronic access

to all back numbers that

now represent a significant

resource library. There are

individual and corporate

subscriptions schemes.

Corporate subscription

includes access to our

workshop materials.

For more details and to

subscribe see:

www.cbdiforum.com
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